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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes text independent automatic speaker verification system using IMFCC (Inverse/
Reverse Mel Frequency Coefficients) and IT-EM (Information Theoretic Expectation Maximization). To
perform speaker verification, feature extraction using Mel scale has been widely applied and has
established better results. The IMFCC is based on inverse Mel-scale. The IMFCC effectively captures
information available at the high frequency formants which is ignored by the MFCC. In this paper the
fusion of MFCC and IMFCC at input level is proposed. GMMs (Gaussian Mixture Models) based on EM
(Expectation Maximization) have been widely used for classification of text independent verification.
However EM comes across the convergence issue. In this paper we use our proposed IT-EM which has
faster convergence, to train speaker models. IT-EM uses information theory principles such as PDE
(Parzen Density Estimation) and KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence measure. IT-EM acclimatizes the
weights, means and covariances, like EM. However, IT-EM process is not performed on feature vector sets
but on a set of centroids obtained using IT (Information Theoretic) metric. The IT-EM process at once
diminishes divergence measure between PDE estimates of features distribution within a given class and
the centroids distribution within the same class. The feature level fusion and IT-EM is tested for the task
of speaker verification using NIST2001 and NIST2004. The experimental evaluation validates that
MFCC/IMFCC has better results than the conventional delta/MFCC feature set. The MFCC/IMFCC
feature vector size is also much smaller than the delta MFCC thus reducing the computational burden as
well. IT-EM method also showed faster convergence, than the conventional EM method, and thus it leads
to higher speaker recognition scores.
Key Words: Information Theory, Expectation Maximization, MFCC, Gaussian Mixture Model, Speaker
Verification.

1.

F

INTRODUCTION

or the past decade, MFCCs [1] and GMM based
on EM have been widely applied to textindependent speaker verification. For feature
extraction the performance improvements are achieved
when dynamic features are fused with MFCC [2] at the

*
**

input level. For modeling GMM/EM [3] has remained
successful for speech and speaker recognition [4,5]. In
this paper the task of text-independent speaker verification
is evaluated using MFCC/IMFCC input level fusion
strategy for feature extraction. The performance of MFCC/
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IMFCC features is compared with delta-MFCC, which is
widely used feature extraction method. After the feature
extraction, for modeling, GMM based on IT-EM instead of
EM is proposed and evaluated. IT-EM method is devised
using an ITVQ (Information Theoretic Vector Quantization)
criterion [6]. The convergence rates of IT-EM based GMM
are also compared with EM based GMM. The experiments
are performed on speaker verification corpora available
from NIST. The system evaluation is performed using EER
(Equal Error Rate) measure.
This paper has further following sections, Section 2
demonstrates the proposed IMFCC and the fusion
strategy for feature extraction, and the proposed modeling
method is discussed in Section 3. Experiments based on
the proposed techniques are summarized in Section 4,
followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

2.

INVERSE MFCC AND FEATURE
FUSION AT INPUT LEVEL

The widely used MFCC [8] provide an example of feature
parameters based on the human auditory perception. It
was demonstrated in [9] that in noisy conditions MFCC
show higher robustness than features such as Linear
Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), Perceptual Linear
Prediction (PLP), which do not incorporate human auditory
characteristics.
The Mel scale is defined as "A logarithmic scale to map
frequency that is based upon human pitch perception.
Equal intervals in Mel units correspond to equal pitch
intervals. The following mapping formula between
frequency in Hz and the corresponding subjective pitch
in Mels is the building block of MFCC:

⎛
⎝

f mel = 2591 log10 ⎜ 1 +

⎞
⎟
700 ⎠
f

(1)

In Equation (1) fmel represents subjective pitch, which is
recorded in Mels. fmel corresponds to f, that is actual

In this section we discuss the delta MFCC, IMFCC and
the feature fusion performed.

2.1

frequency of sound in Hz. The calculation of the MFCC
parameters takes place in four stages, including calculation
of mel-spectrum for speech frames, evaluation of sub-band

MFCC and Delta-MFCC

energies, and sub-bands. The steps are outlined in Fig. 1.

The psychophysical studies have discovered that the
human perception of sound and its frequency content

The Mel spectrum generated is shown in Fig. 2. The time

follow a subjectively defined nonlinear scale which is

derivatives of spectrum based features such as MFCC is

known as Mel scale. The Mel (derived from the word

called delta MFCC. Delta cepstral features and double

melody) scale, is a heuristically determined perceptual scale

delta cepstral features have played an important function

and provides the relation between subjectively perceived

in capturing transitional characteristics of sound [2] and

frequency (or pitch) of a pure tone as a function of its

thus delta-MFCCs have established better results for

objective acoustic frequency [6]. Studies of speaker, stress

speaker verification [2]. In this paper a feature extraction

and emotion recognition in speech clearly indicate that

strategy based on delta MFCC with frame energy and zero

characteristic features based on human auditory

crossings is used as the baseline feature extraction method.

characteristics provide better performance than features

It is further detailed in experimental section.

that do not take these characteristics into account [7].
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FIG. 1. CALCULATION OF THE MFCC PARAMETERS
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3.

INFORMATION THEORETIC
EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION
BASED GAUSSIAN MIXTURE
MODELLING

GMM uses EM algorithm; EM iteratively updates means,
covariance matrices and weights for each speaker model
and converges to a set of vectors providing the maximum
value of the likelihood function [16-18]. A class model is
obtained for each set consisting of means, covariances
and weights.
GMM and the VQ (Vector Quantization) are combined
because both methods represent the distribution of the
data vectors in feature space [19]. In a number of studies
[20-23] VQ is used with GMM in order to improve the
results and avoid the drawbacks caused by EM algorithm.
We have evaluated in [24] that IT based VQ has better
performance than k-means and LBG cluster techniques.
We also investigated the performance of speaker
verification with different VQ methods and GMM in [25,26].
We proposed and validated IT-EM method with deltaMFCC in [27]. This paper evaluates the performance of
our proposed IT-EM method with the MFCC/IMFCC.
ITVQ uses the IT principles such as PDE estimation and
KL divergence measure. PDE and KL are applied to enhance
the convergence rate of EM procedure. Our novel
approach used for parameter optimization of GMM is
elaborated in Fig. 4. The proposed procedure is referred
as IT-EM, as it mingles the EM algorithm with IT metric.
Using IT-EM, the clustering process of EM algorithm is
improved by selection of centroids achieved by IT metric,
as shown in Fig. 5(a-b) respectively. In IT-EM algorithm,
the convergence is maintained by both, that is by
preserving the maximization properties of EM as well as
iterative upgrading of centroids calculation. The iterative
upgrading of centroid calculation is guided by the
information theoretic criteria. The IT criterion
simultaneously minimizes divergence measure between
each vector within a given cluster and centroids of this
cluster, and maximizes the divergence between centroids
of neighboring clusters. For further details on IT-EM

algorithm, the sequence of steps used by IT-EM algorithm,
and the computations used to evaluate centroids [24,27].
The clustering can be classified to sharp and hard
clustering approaches. IT-EM approach can be regarded
as sharp clustering (Fig.5(b)), because with every update
of EM, the number of feature vectors for every speaker
class is replaced with a small number of centroids. However
IT-EM is performed on centroid vectors instead of original
feature vectors. The centroid vectors are updates by
applying a number of IT updates nested within EM
procedure. Therefore IT-EM has bi-optimization character,
since it uses updating not only for input set of features
but also to more refined arrangement of centroid vectors.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF
SPEAKER VERIFICATION BASED
ON IMFCC AND IT-EM

4.1

Speaker Verification System

The arrangement of the speaker verification system, used
in the experimental evaluation of the proposed MFCC/
IMFCC and IT-EM methods is discussed in this section.
The verification system works in three possible fashions,
UBM (Universal Background Model) training mode using
MA (Maximum a Posteriori) estimation, Target speaker
enrollment and Testing/recognition.
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FIG. 4. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF IT-EM PROCEDURE
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For UBM training, speaker enrolment and verification
stages, similar speech detection and speech feature
extraction techniques are followed. For speech detection
an energy based silence detector described in [28] is used.
It has been concluded in several research papers that
MFCC performs better and is relatively robust when frame
size is in the range 20-50ms and frame step is in the range
5-15ms of the frame size. Therefore, we have also used
MFCC to characterize the speaker information using 30ms
frame size and 10ms frame step. For each frame 12 MFCCs,
12 delta-MFCCs, 12 double-delta-MFCCs, 12 IMFCCs, 1
averaged spectral energy coefficient and 1 zero-crossing
coefficient is calculated.

minutes training utterances are taken from NIST2004
speech corpus and approximately same length of test
utterances are used to evaluate the system performance.
Once the enrollment is complete, the UBM [3] parameter
conjecture is achieved using both EM and IT-EM nontarget speakers, this is obtained using NIST2001. The
target speaker means are then adjusted away from the
UBM using MAP estimation. Testing/verification is
performed by using same feature extraction as for speaker
model training. In verification mode the tested set of
feature vectors is scored by speaker's training model.
With NIST2004 protocol the set of verification tests is
defined, the defined set is used to evaluate the proposed

For each frame the following feature vectors are generated:
12-dimensional MFCC feature vector, 12-dimensional
IMFCC feature vector, 24-dimensional MFCC/IMFCC
fused feature vector and 38-dimensional delta-MFCC
feature vector. The delta-MFCC is used as the baseline
feature extractor.

MFCC/IMFCC fusion and IT-EM for speaker verification
task. The system performance is evaluated using EER
measure, as defined above and by plotting the two
probabilities to constitute DET (Detection Error Tradeoff) curve.

4.2
MAP-UBM based GMM is then used to model the
sequence of feature vectors. The GMM based modeling
is tuned by both EM and IT-EM algorithms and the trained
models are stored separately. For each speaker, the
Gaussian components used are 1024. Approximately 5

Comparison of the Training Algorithms
Convergence Rates

Fig. 6 shows the relationship amongst ITVQ updates and
the log likelihood calculated at each updated stage. It can
be observed that IT-EM preserves the monotonic
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FIG. 5(a). EM CLUSTERING (b) IT-EM CLUSTERING, THE BLACK CROSSES REPRESENT IT-EM CENTROIDS
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character of EM. It also improves (as 1/log-likelihood is
descending) log-likelihood at each update stage. It is
obvious that IT-EM has added to complexity by using
ITVQ metric. In [27] we have given a detailed description
about convergence rates of IT-EM.

It is also evident from the details shown in Figs. 7-8 that

4.3

NIST2004.

Speaker Verification Results

the IT-EM based modeling shows an improvement of the
average EER's values over the classical EM algorithm.
The average improvement of EER is about 0.65% (for
MFCC/IMFCC) and 1.15% (for delta MFCC) for

The speaker verification results are shown in Figs. 7-8.
Using different feature extractors the percentage miss
probability and the percentage false alarm probability
using GMM based on EM and IT-EM is obtained; EER is
the value at which the two probability measures are equal.
Greater the EER value means poor the system
performance. A GMM based system summarized above
is established, it involves training under EM and IT-EM
algorithms. The IT-EM procedure is examined using
MFCC/IMFCC, delta/MFCC, MFCC and IMFCC feature
vectors. The most important finding is that MFCC/IMFCC
has the better performance compared to delta-MFCC,
since MFCC/IMFCC is low dimensional feature vector
compared to delta-MFCC, therefore MFCC/IMFCC can
be regarded as the efficient algorithm. The average
improvement of MFCC/IMFCC over delta-MFCC is 0.75%

FIG. 7. EER BASED ON EM MODELLING.

for EM based modeling and 0.25% for IT-EM based
modeling.

FIG. 6. EM, IT-EM CONVERGENCE RATES

FIG. 8. EER BASED ON IT-EM MODELLING
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5.

CONCLUSION
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"Automatic Emotion Recognition for Facial Expression

A feature extraction strategy with input level fusion is
tested. A novel modeling approach is described and
validated. The results indicate that the speaker
characteristic information is present in both low and high
frequency ranges. Although the MFCC with their high
resolution at the low frequency range provide relatively
good speaker verification rates, the addition of IMFCC
with high resolution at the high frequencies improves
the verification results. The proposed IT-EM achieves
improved convergence rate and thus leads to smaller
EER values for speaker verification task. IT-EM is applied
on averaged feature vectors called ITVQ centroids. ITEM is directed by objective of minimizing divergence
between original feature vectors and centroids. IT-EM is
actually the sequential implementation of ITVQ, which
derives cluster centroids and it is followed by EM on
ITVQ centroids to approximate the Gaussian mixture
parameters.
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